Let's queer the pitch slightly and consider how the bicentenary engenders negative feelings in people. Aside from the impassioned acclaim, the effusive eulogies, and the dazzling range of good-spirited festivities, what negative feelings about Dickens, his work and the bicentenary are perceptible underneath, alongside, and intermeshed with the more celebratory ones? From indifference, boredom, irritation, and exhaustion, to jadedness, anger, and shame, there are certainly undercurrents pushing against the tide of obligatory festivity, many of which express, recycle, and intersect with negative feelings about Dickens that have been circulating since his lifetime.
may induce confusion, alienation, and exasperation in the reader. The bicentenary also provokes anger. For John Sutherland, Dickensian hagiography obscures the literary achievements of his contemporaries and 'reflects a lack of balance in how we approach our literature'. 4 In the more democratic, chaotic and aggressive spaces of the Internet we easily find dissent. A quick search on Facebook reveals groups bristling with negative feelings towards Dickens. One such group -'I HATE CHARLES DICKENS!' -exists solely for students who resent ploughing through his long novels.
Online objections to Dickens's writing fall broadly into three categories: his wordiness produces disaffection, frustration and boredom; his plots are laughably implausible and his characters nauseatingly unrealistic; and he is sentimental, insipid, and [s]entimentality is excessive feeling evoked by unworthy objects; it is falsely idealising; it simplifies and sanitises; it is vulgar; it leads to cynicism; it is feeling on the cheap; it's predictable; it's meretricious. In short, it's an emotional and aesthetic blot on the landscape. 6 Many scholars, including Bown, defend and reclaim sentimentality as 'real', highlighting its power to make us feel, to sympathetically share emotional worlds and forge a common humanity. As Brian Wilkie declares, sentimentality asks, entices, coaxes, and even coerces us to be affected by its depictions; it is a form of aesthetic and imaginative selfprojection. 7 Indeed, the shared, collective experience of feeling is what often brings us together as a community of Dickens enthusiasts. 8 As Fred Kaplan observes, stimulating readers' feelings was central to Dickens's art as 'a moral force for individual rebirth and for communal health'. 9 Bown similarly highlights the central purpose and promise of What may be most challenging and most queer -awkward, excessive, and counterintuitive -about Dickensian feeling is how it manifests itself between, rather than in, his characters, thus relocating intimacy and social bonds to the spaces between people.
John short-circuits tortuous debates about Dickens's 'failed' realism, arguing that he was unconcerned with depth psychology and instead radically questioned 'how we know what we think we know about life beneath or beyond surfaces. The reality of innerness and depths is ultimately never empirically knowable'. Feeling 'never resides "in" people in Dickens; it manifests itself metamorphically through and between people and things'. 16 Thus, a Dickens character is not a multilayered repository of shifting but mature and empirically observable human feelings; rather, it is a medium through which feeling passes. As John puts it, 'Emotions are never residual or unambiguously "essential" in Dickens's work. They are dynamic, manifesting themselves metonymically and "superficially".' 17 John's emphasis on ambiguity, superficiality, excessiveness, and dynamic fluidity certainly lends itself to a queer analysis. I want to further queer her insights by reading them alongside Donald Winnicott's influential idea of the 'transitional space', a space 'between inner and outer world, which is also the space between people' in which 'intimate relationships and creativity occur'. 18 This is a space that is simultaneously internal and external, symbolic and literal, part and whole -an in-between space, which, Winnicott claimed, underpins our personal and 'cultural life'. 19 The transitional is an exemplary queer space, operating between and across multiple modalities of identity, including gender and sexuality. Queer analyses of Dickensian sentimentality can thus shift away from exploring feeling rooted in the individualized psyche to considering the spaces between psyches in which feeling, attachment, and sociality are manifested. For Michael Snediker, the transitional space offers an alternative, optimistic, and reparative queer trajectory, away from a constraining emphasis on self-shattering, masochism, and death. 
